
Grow
Oak wood takes 
center stage



Grow

The Grow coffee table is made of  solid 
oak in a finely balanced design with 
references to classic Danish shaker style. 
The table is named for the smooth 
transition between the tabletop and legs, 
which gives the impression that the legs 
are growing out of  the tabletop. With 
its simple silhouette and shapely details, 
Grow alludes to the luxury of  simplicity. 
The tabletop’s chamfered edges and the 
oval legs lend the table a visual light-
ness, allowing the gorgeous oak wood 
to take center stage. Grow is a versatile 
design with timeless class.

Simple luxury  
in solid oak

Grow Table 70 x 120 cm Black



Collection Overview

Grow Table 50 x 60 cm
H: 45 x L: 50 x D: 60 cm

Grow Table 80 x 80 cm
H: 35 x L: 80 x D: 80 cm

Grow Table 70 x 120 cm
H: 40 x L: 120 x D: 70 cm

Grow



Description
The Grow coffee table is named for the smooth 
transition between the tabletop and legs, which 
gives the impression that the legs are growing out of 
the tabletop. With its simple silhouette and shapely 
details, Grow alludes to the luxury of simplicity. 
The tabletop’s chamfered edges and the oval legs lend 
the table a visual lightness, allowing the gorgeous oak 
to take center stage

Designer / Year Of Design
Simon Legald / 2017

Material
Lacquered oak or painted and lacquered oak

Construction 
Grow table is delivered assembled.

Maintenance
Clean with a damp cloth.
Please be aware that sharp objects can leave marks.

Product Facts

Grow Table 50 x 60 cm oak,
Grow Table 80 x 80 cm oak,
Grow Table 70 x 120 cm oak
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Material Options

Smoked oak BlackOak
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Studio armchair front upholstery steel

Grow Table 70 x 120 cm oak
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Studio armchair front upholstery steel

Grow Table 50 x 60 cm oak,
Grow Table 70 x 120 cm oak

Grow Table 50 x 60 cm Black
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Grow Table 80 x 80 cm Black
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Grow Table 50 x 60 cm Black
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Contact
Normann Copenhagen

Niels Hemmingsens Gade 12, 1153 Copenhagen, Denmark
normann@normann-copenhagen.com

+45 35 55 44 59


